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VERSE 1
LOGIC calls Rescuers, looking in at crushed cars to
RACE THE CLOCK to get inside, just in case there's a SPARK of
FLICKERING LIFE..... though none is seen, at first.
VERSE 2
LOGIC calls Rescuers, by waters, seeing submerged cars to
RACE own there, to try to grab any one inside: For, a SPARK of
FLICKERING LIFE my still breathe within, though yet unseen.
.

CHORUS
HOW have we COME to a point of picking
WHO deserves a chance to keep their Life?
WHAT has happened to Compssion that REFUSES to RISK not helping Life?
God says sometimes we MUST be “intolerant” !!
As people who have enjoyed years of life,
WHEN did we decide to RISK supporting Death?
WHAT has happened that opinions mean more to us than Ultrasound LOGIC?
First Samuel 19: 5 …. BE INTOLERANT !!!
.

VERSE 3
LOGIC calls Rescuers, “Do not stop trying to save Life!”
Passing time means MORE will die! Science shows there's a SPARK of
FLICKERING LIFE that will stop if no one tries to SAVE.
>> CHORUS
.

==========================================================================================
.

Scripture Support as you work with God's Wisdom thru the LOGIC Q of this song:
(1) FIRST SAMUEL 19:5 has a lot to say about how we can SAVE others by our life....
and God's opinion of taking “innocent bood” as being to “Kill Without a Cause.” >>
“For he took his life in his hands and killed the Philistine, and the LORD brought
about a great deliverance for all Israel. You saw it and rejoiced. Why then will you
sin against innocent blood, to kill David without a cause?”
(2)
EXODUS 21: 22-23 SPECIFIC description by God of what to do when someone
causes a pregnant woman to have a miscarriage where the child is hurt or maimed”:
“If men fight, and hurt a woman with child, so that she gives birth prematurely, yet no
harm follows, he shall surely be punished accordingly as the woman’s husband imposes
on him; and he shall pay as the judges determine. But if any harm follows, then you
shall give life for life...”
**GOD** calls the unborn fetus “LIFE”. QUOTE.
Song Story. Originally written in a gym binder 9-11 of 2012; found 3-1/2 years later! God's song
idea when I didn't know so many scriptures that support the LOGIC: Found for website after I DID.

